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The Atlas aims at giving the genera! reader, fit condensed!
form, some up-to-date knowledge of the U.S.S.ft. irr relation >
to its geographical background. Mr, Gregory fs- the author-
of the U.S.S.R.; A GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY,, and' the-
material for the Atlas has been gathered In the main, from'
books published in Russia. !t contains a great deai'of matter-
not hitherto available in England. The maps and; diagrams haves
all been drawn by J. F. HorrabJn, whose name as a* carto**
grapher is a household word.
The subjects covered mcfude graphs showing the distribution-^
density and growth of population; vegetation, soils and
climatic zones; relief and chief surface features of the Euro-
pean and Asiatic areas of the U.S.S.R. ; rivers, inland water-
ways and the internal water transport system developed by
the Soviets; seaways and seaports; a series of maps and graphs
showing the distribution and production of coal, oil, peat, ;
timber, iron and other metals, wheat, sugar-beet, flax, cattle,
etc.; maps illustrating the growth of agriculture and of
industry since the revolution, and of railways and airlines.
tn short, the book gives the actual facts and figures about the
extraordinary development of Soviet Russia which has enabled
it to defeat the organised power of Nazi Germany, and about
.which there was not only widespread ignorance but almost
complete misunderstanding before 1941.
** Sixty pages ofHorrabfa maps and charts in red and black, with accompany-
ing data by Britain's hading Soviet geographer, Is the best bob's worth on the
Market." Russia To-day.
*
" This well-produced atlas ... the maps have the usual Horrabin clarity and
the text shows Gregory fully conversant with the physical and commercial
features of the Union." Cavalcade.
'* To Horfabin** brilliant cartography Gregory ados <r weaWi of detailed
Information."   Star.

